ACD SYSTEMS LAUNCHES LUXEA VIDEO EDITOR 6, SHARE YOUR WORLD AT THE SPEED OF LIFE
VICTORIA, BC (May 19, 2021) Today, ACD Systems International launches Luxea Video Editor 6,
their latest version of video editing software to provide even more tools for producing the best video
possible.
Luxea 6 provides more control to produce video exactly how it was imagined. Luxea 6 offers everything
needed to create, produce, and share stunning content with ease and precision. One exciting new
feature is the ability to add markers to the timeline, helping build a solid organizational foundation.
Another notable new feature is the opacity slider for Color LUTs; imagine the power of controlling the
opacity of long sought-after color combinations for each frame. These new features and others pair
perfectly with video editing features from previous versions of Luxea.
“Our latest version enhances our previous features, pair all this with our abundance of content packs,
and you are set. We are excited for our users to dive in and create the perfect video that has been
playing in their mind.” - Frank Lin, COO & CTO
Top New Features:
1. Timeline Markers: Alignment between tracks made easy with built-in snap-to-setpoint
functionality.
2. Color LUT Opacity: Color grade your shots by loading and applying an endless array of
cinematic LUTs. Easily control the strength using the opacity slider.
3. Real-time MP4 Generation: The recorder encodes as it captures video and audio, so you
can go from recording to editing instantly.
4. Single Input Recording: Capture audio without video and vice versa with the option to
record from only one input at a time.
5. Targeted Screen Recording: Select a window to screen record with a single mouse
click.
Luxea 6 is available for free, or with a perpetual license for $79.99, or through a subscription for
$29.99/year. Subscriptions provide users with regular updates and upgrades of the
product. https://www.acdsee.com/en/products/luxea-video-editor/
ACD Systems is one of the largest independent digital image editing and management companies in the
world. Founded in 1993, ACD Systems revolutionized the relationship between analog and digital
information. The company’s products include ACDSee Ultimate, ACDSee Professional, ACDSee Home,
ACDSee Photo Editor, ACDSee Photo Studio for Mac, and ACDSee Luxea Video Editor. ACD Systems'
customers include General Motors, Caterpillar, Boeing, NASA, CNN, and other leading organizations.
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